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Gene Ontology Annotation (GOA) project

� Goal: Annotate proteins in UniProt with 
GO terms
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Problems / Questions

� Protein information continues to grow faster 
than curators can manually annotate it with 
knowledge extracted from the literature.

� Automated annotation methods still don’t 
understand natural language well.

� “what do GO curators really need?” [2]
� A system to find ‘relevant’ papers and extract “the 

distinct features of a given protein and species”, 
and then “to locate within the text the experimental 
evidence to support a GO term assignment.” [2]

� RQ: Does “automatically derived classification 
using information retrieval and extraction” 
“assist biologists in the annotation of the GO 
terminology to proteins in UniProt?” [2]
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BioCreAtIvE

� Critical Assessment of Information Extraction 
systems in Biology 

� Addresses the problems of comparability and 
evaluation (multiple text-mining systems using 
different data and tasks)

� Defines a common task, common data sets 
and a clearly defined evaluation

� “BioCreAtIvE task 2 was an experiment to test 
if automatically derived classification using 
information retrieval and extraction could assist 
expert biologists in the annotation of the GO 
vocabulary to the proteins in the UniProt 
Knowledgebase.” [1]
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Standard IR evaluation process
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Manual annotation process
Protein prioritization 
1. Un-annotated
2. Disease relevance
3. Microarray importance
Find relevant papers
� Do existing papers in UniProt entry have GO 

relevance?
� Supplementary PubMed searches using gene & 

protein names
� Underlying species is important
Term extraction
� Paper is preferred
� Scan specific sections [Table 1]
Term assignment
� Browse GO for appropriate terms
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Automated annotation process

� Identify proteins in narrative text of 
papers

� Check for presence of functional 
annotation

� Select GO term and text that provided 
the evidence [4]
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Data
Training set
� ~9,000 existing manually-curated GO 

annotations in UniProt with PubMed IDs & GO 
evidence codes

� GO evidence codes ISS, IC, ND ignored
� Some coding problems on older annotations 

limit the number of usable records [5]
Test set
� 200 papers from JBC 1998-2002
� Already associated with 286 UniProt entries, 

but lacking manual GO annotation
� 923 GO terms were manually extracted; avg 

of 9 terms/protein
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Mouse/Human annotation consistency

- geneM1
- geneM2

…
- geneMn

mouse

- geneH1
- geneH2

…
- geneHn

human

orthologous

- GOG1
- GOG2

…
- GOGn

GO

consistent?
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Inter-annotator agreement
� Sources of variation:

� Curator’s biological knowledge / experience
� Curator’s standard work practices [should be 

normalized for the study]
� Manually-curated annotations could be wrong
� Curators acting as relevance judges creates bias

A1 Test
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1. Exact term match
2. Same lineage
3. Different lineage
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Evaluation criteria
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Evaluation criteria
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Inter-annotator agreement
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Inter-annotator agreement
� Camon’s 3 measures of agreement don’t allow for:

� measurement of magnitude of difference, apart from 1 node up or down (parent_of, 
child_of);

� cases where similar terms appear in different parts of the tree (polyhierarchy); 
� when new terms must be created for concepts that don’t currently exist in GO;
� measures of annotation quality other than inter-annotator consistency
� don’t adjust for chance or >2 annotators as do statistics such as Cohen’s kappa 

Define annotation accuracy and how to 
measure variance. Evaluate the 
accuracy of selected extant annotations.

How is the accuracy of an annotation 
evaluated? What are the decision points 
in the annotation process that influence 
accuracy?

Accuracy

Compare variation in individual curators’
annotations over time (intra-annotator 
consistency).

Does the same curator make the same 
annotations for the same article at 
different time points? What factors might 
contribute to differences in annotation 
over time?

Reliability

Compare quantitative and qualitative 
variation in annotations apart from 
consistency facets.

Do the annotations of the same unit of 
evidence made by different annotators 
vary in terms of breadth, depth, 
specificity, etc.?

Specificity

Compare variation in similar annotations 
made by different annotators (inter-
annotator consistency).

What is the nature and degree of 
variance in annotations made by different 
curators for the same unit of evidence?

Consistency

Evaluation methodsResearch questionsFacet

Table 4. Annotation quality facets, questions, and evaluation methods. 

from MacMullen, W.J., Identification of strategies for information integration using annotation evidence. NLM F37 proposal (PAR-03-070), 2005-08-04.
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Questions

� “Variation is acceptable between 
curators but inaccuracy is not.” [6]
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GO annotation 

http://geneontology.org/GO.nodes.shtml
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GO multi–organism annotation

http://geneontology.org/GO.annotation.example.shtml


